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Editor-in-Chief: H. Fues

Published in association with the International Union of Crystallography (IUCr)

The IUCr is an International Scientific Union. Its objectives are to promote international cooperation in crystallography and related sciences, and to facilitate publication of crystallographic research.

The aim of the International Tables for Crystallography is to provide a standard reference which is fundamental to crystallography and physical and chemical crystal data. The new tables, extending the original topics of symmetry and X-ray structure analysis, include topics such as polymorphism, molecular and ionic chemistry, crystal chemistry, noncrystallographic symmetry, and biological crystallography. The tables are intended to be quick to use and to provide a base for understanding and communicating modern crystallographic research.

The International Tables for Crystallography are issued in six volumes:

- Volume A: Symmetry and Group Theory
- Volume B: Crystallographic Data
- Volume C: Crystallographic Data for Organic and Asymmetric Molecules
- Volume D: Crystallographic Data for Inorganic and Materials Molecules
- Volume E: Crystallographic Data for Macromolecular and Biological Molecules
- Volume F: Crystallographic Data for Aperiodic Structures

Additionally, there are supplementary volumes:

- Volume S: Second-Order Terms of the Potential
- Volume T: Thermodynamic Properties

The online version of the International Tables for Crystallography is available at www.iucr.org/itc.

For more information, take the guided tour at itc.iucr.org

INTERNATIONAL TABLES ONLINE

- All eight volumes A to G including A1 as paths and richly illustrated html
- Additional resources:
  - Seven CIF dictionaries as html and pdf
  - Interactive tables - retrieve individual values from long tables or plot different combinations of all the values in a table
  - More quickly between volumes
  - Full-text searching
  - Interactive and downloadable pdfs

More quickly between volumes

- Detailed information on each topic
- Full-text searching
- Interactive and downloadable pdfs

NEW FOR 2010

- In print and online:
  - New Edition of Volume A1
  - New Edition of Volume E

- Online only:
  - Second online edition of Volume B
  - Superspace Finder database

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

- Data for additional-nonstandard settings of space groups
- Symmetry database - information for any space group setting
- Sixth editions of Volume A and the Brief Teaching Edition (Editor: M. I. Aroyo)
- Fourth edition of Volume C (Editor: H. Fues)
- New volume on powder diffraction

HISTORY

The first series of International Tables, published in 1935, comprised two trilingual volumes with the title International Tables for X-ray Crystallography. Their success was such that a second series, with the title International Tables for X-ray Crystallography, was commissioned. This series, fondly known as “The Red Books”, consisted of four volumes published between 1952 and 1974. Volume A of the present third series, International Tables for Crystallography, was published in 1983 and has since been joined by seven other volumes. The series is continually updated by an international editorial board. Volume A is now in its 16th edition. The changes in the titles of these series reveal the progressively more general nature of the tables, extending the original topics of symmetry and X-ray structure determination towards the domains of electron and neutron-diffraction techniques, as well as fundamentals of crystallography and physical and chemical crystal data.

INDIVIDUAL VOLUMES – AVAILABLE IN PRINT

- Volume A: Symmetry and Group Theory
- Volume B: Crystallographic Data
- Volume C: Crystallographic Data for Organic and Asymmetric Molecules
- Volume D: Crystallographic Data for Inorganic and Materials Molecules
- Volume E: Crystallographic Data for Macromolecular and Biological Molecules
- Volume F: Crystallographic Data for Aperiodic Structures
- Volume S: Second-Order Terms of the Potential
- Volume T: Thermodynamic Properties

For more information, visit the IUCr website for further information www.iucr.org